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We theoretically, numerically, and experimentally analyze the Density-Near-Zero (DNZ)
regime of an one-dimensional acoustic metamaterial. This acoustic metamaterial is com-
posed of thin elastic plates periodically clamped in an air-filled waveguide and the effective
dynamic zero mass density is obtained from the strong dispersion around the band gaps as-
sociated with the resonances of the plates. We emphasize the importance of the impedance
mismatch between the acoustic metamaterial and the surrounding waveguide at the fre-
quency of the zero effective density in addition to the consequences of the inherent losses.
As a result, the frequency of the zero phase propagation, i.e., the acoustic propagation with
zero phase delay, is not exactly the frequency of the zero density and lies into the frequency
band gap, where the effective density is negative. Considering these limitations, the zero
phase propagation is still experimentally observed and a subwavelength acoustic dipole is
numerically designed, thus demonstrating the possible realistic implementations of DNZ
acoustic metamaterials.
a)Electronic mail: matthieu.mallejac@univ-lemans.fr
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Acoustic and elastic metamaterials have attracted considerable attention in the last decades1–4,
certainly fuelled by the possibilities of tailoring their wave-dispersion properties and making pre-
viously unexpected behaviors real. Actually, a plethora of effective dynamic mass density values
can be achieved, from negative5–8 to positive mass density, thus presenting a zero mass density at
specific frequency. At the frequency at which the material mass density vanishes, the supported
acoustic waves present a phase velocity tending to infinity in the lossless case, leading to an effec-
tive quasi-static field distribution9–11, or equivalently to an infinite wavelength. In light of these
features, some outstanding effects and applications were initially proposed in electromagnetics
and optics by using the epsilon near zero metamaterials. Radiation patterning and lensing12 or
energy super-squeezing and tunneling via narrow ducts are examples of these possibilities13–16. In
acoustics, extraordinary properties have been numerically predicted based on DNZ lossless meta-
materials, like extraordinary sound transmission through ultranarrow channels17, unity transmis-
sion through sharp bends and perfect power dividers18. The geometric mismatch between a large
cross-sectional air-filled waveguide and this ultranarrow channel is perfectly compensated by the
extremely low density of the material occupying the channel, thus realizing a perfect impedance
matching and an extraordinary tunneling via a supercoupling effect. This effect is accompanied by
a large and uniform field enhancement along the channel and a zero-phase propagation of the wave
front from the input to the output of the waveguide, implying a quasi-static wave propagation due
to the extremely low value of the density. It is worth noting here that the mass density should not
be zero, since it would imply an infinite impedance mismatch, but its value needs to be in the near
zero region in order to compensate the cross section drop. Therefore, in the ultranarrow channels
with DNZ metamaterials, the impedance matching and the wave tunneling do not depend neither
on the channel length nor on the presence of bends, twists, and even absorbing sections, along
the channel. Supercoupling is thus ideal for long-distant waveguide coupling with a high trans-
mittance and no phase delay17,19, light concentration and harvesting13,14,20, sensing21, filtering9
and nonlinear applications22,23. In the absence of huge cross-sectional change, the impedance
matching should be achieved when the bulk modulus is in addition nearly infinite24.
A DNZ material can be made using different systems including plate-type acoustic metamaterials7,17,25,26
or periodic distributions of structured cylindrical scatterers embedded in two-dimensional waveguides18.
On the one hand, plate type acoustic metamaterials2,3 are of great practical interest thanks to their
huge tunability. In particular, structured arrays of such elastic elements allow to break the density
law and thus make them good candidates for achieving DNZ metamaterials7,17,25. However, wave
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FIG. 1. (a) Considered plate-based metamaterial sketch, (b, c) Unit cell, (d) photography of an exploded
view of the unit cell composed of a thin elastic plate embedded between two Teflon and aluminum rings,
and (e) photography of the experimental setup.
energy losses, not avoidable in this kind of systems27–29, can dramatically alter its dispersion prop-
erties and as a consequence drastically affect the DNZ metamaterial behavior. When plate-type
materials are considered, the viscoelasticity of the plate material in the ultranarrow tube influences
the DNZ transmission peak amplitude17. Low damping viscoelastic plate material has thus to
be selected. On the other hand, when periodic distributions of structured cylindrical scatterers
embedded in a two-dimensional waveguide are considered, impedance matching is fulfilled in the
double negativity regime, which is reached over a narrow frequency band. However, these systems
are not able to maintain the extraordinary features associated with double negativity because of
the viscothermal losses29 which are inherent to the system geometry.
In this work, we show that zero phase propagation can be achieved in a Plate-type Acoustic
Metamaterial (PAM) and can be a promising tool for directive acoustic emission or wavefront
shaping devices. The unit cell of length Lunit forming the PAM is shown in Fig. 1 and is composed
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of one plate of thickness h = 102 μm and radius R = 1.615 cm which is surrounded on both side
by two cylindrical cavities of length Lgap/2 giving Lunit = Lgap+h. The inner and outer radius of
the cylinders, which are made of aluminum, are Ri = 1.5 cm and Ro = 1.615, respectively. The
plate is clamped between the two aluminum cylinders using 500 μm thick annular Teflon rings in
order to enhance the reproducibility of the clamped condition. N unit cells are then hold together
in a sample holder and an uniform pressure is applied on the sample by screws at the extremities.
The elastic parameters characterizing the plates are extracted from the experimental results (see
supplementary material S.III). These parameters are the complex Young’s Modulus E = E0(1+
iβ ), that contains the elastic part E0 = 4.6 GPa and the loss factor β = 0.13 to account for the
viscoelastic losses, the Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.4 and the mass density ρ = 1400 kg.m−3. The plastic
shim composing the plates is chosen for its low loss factor. The resonance frequency of one single
plate is experimentally measured at fm = 438 Hz which gives in the lossless case fm = 423 Hz.
In the cylindrical cavities surrounding the plates, the viscothermal losses are accounted for by
considering a complex wavenumber k0(ω) and an impedance Z0(ω)30,31, where ω is the cyclic
frequency.
The theoretical effective dynamic mass density ρ(ω) of an infinite lossless PAM are first analyzed
and paralleled up with the transmission and reflection coefficients of a PAM of finite size composed
of N = 1,3,6 and 9 unit cells as shown in Fig. 2. The effective mass density is found with ρ(ω) =
Z(ω)/c(ω) where c(ω) = ω/k(ω) is the effective sound velocity and k(ω) and Z(ω) are the
effective wavenumber and impedance of the PAM, respectively. The effective frequency dependent
wavenumber k(ω) and impedance Z(ω) of the PAM are obtained from the transfer matrix of a
single unit cell as follows
k(ω)Lunit = cos−1 [(T11+T22)/2] , (1)
Z(ω) = (T12/T21)
1
2 , (2)
where Ti j are the i j-th element of the 2×2 transfer matrix which is obtained theoretically (see
supplementary material S.I) and can be extracted from the experimental and numerical scattering
coefficients.
We define three characteristic frequencies.
The first one is the resonance frequency of the plate, fm, where the PAM impedance matches
that of the air. At fm, perfect transmission is achieved, because of the impedance matching condi-
tion, with a phase shift related to the length L = NLunit of the material. The phase equals the one
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produced in an air-filled cavity of same length. The second frequency of interest is that at which
the dynamic mass density reaches the zero value fρ0 . At this particular frequency, zero-phase delay
propagation and constant wavefield within the PAM are expected, but the PAM is not impedance
matched with the surrounding medium. The amplitude of the transmission coefficient is thus not
unitary and more importantly depends on the number N of unit cells. The phase shift at fρ0 is
weaker than that at fm (when the system is impedance matched), but even more importantly it
depends on N. Therefore, no propagation without phase change is supported by the system at fρ0 .
The third important frequency is that at which the phase of the transmission coefficient is exactly
zero fφ=0. At this frequency, the effective density is negative and equal to ρ(ω) = −ρ0κ0/κ(ω)
(see supplementary material S.V). The negative effective density regime (grey mapped areas in
Fig. 2(c)) corresponds to a stop band for an infinite system. Although fφ=0 lies in the negative
mass range, the transmission remains considerable due to the small size of the considered PAM.
The amplitude of the transmission coefficient also depends on the number of the unit cells com-
posing the system, but the zero phase propagation is operated independently of the number of unit
cells. Having zero density, zero phase and unitary transmission at the exact same frequency would
also imply to have an infinite bulk modulus (see supplementary material S.V), which is not the
case in the PAM.
We now analyze the limits of zero phase transmission in the presence of losses when N ≤ 6.
These numbers of unit cell constitute a good balance between finite size of the system and the
transmission coefficient amplitude value in the lossless case at fφ=0 (|T | ≥ 0.9). Both viscother-
mal losses in the waveguide and viscoelasticity of the plate material are accounted for. First, we
analyze the dependence of the zero phase frequency, fφ=0, on the viscoelastic losses which are the
most important loss source in usual PAM. The zero phase frequency decreases with the increase
of the loss factor (see Fig. 3(a)), thus entering more and more in the PAM stop band. However,
the change in frequency is less than 10% with respect to the lossless case. Figures 3(b) and (c)
respectively depict the amplitude and the phase of the transmission coefficient of the N = 6 PAM
for different values of the loss factor. The transmitted amplitude is reduced because of the losses,
but remains reasonable for the application of zero phase propagation in realistic situations. More-
over in Fig. 3(d) we represent the dependence of the phase of the transmission coefficient on the
number of unit cells considered in the finite length PAM. The variation of the phase remains lower
than 8% at fφ=0 in the cases N ≤ 6.
In order to validate the previous results, we followed a twofold procedure focusing the anal-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Effective mass density and scattering properties of the PAM in the lossless case.
(a) Effective dynamic mass density in terms of function as obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2). (b) and (c)
represent the amplitude of the transmission [left vertical axis of (b)] and reflection [right vertical axis of
(b)] coefficients as well as the normalized phase of the transmission coefficient for a finite PAM made of
N = 1,3,6 and 9 plates respectively.. Vertical blue, gray and green lines in (a), (b) and (c) represent the
frequencies for the zero phase, fφ=0, zero mass density, fρ=0, and impedance matching, fm, frequencies
respectively. The grey mapped area delimits the zero-frequency band gap of an infinite system.
ysis on the case of N = 6 PAM. The first procedure consists in performing full-wave numerical
simulations in a 2D-axisymmetric configuration using FEM. The system is insonified by a plane
incident wave from left to right and the plates are constituted of viscoelastic material of above
mentioned properties. A plane wave radiation condition is applied at the waveguide end boundary
to avoid spurious reflections. The second procedure is the measurement of the scattering parame-
ters and the recovery of the effective dynamic mass density of the system using the experimental
set-up shown in Fig. 1(d). Details on the retrieval procedure can be found in Ref. [32] and in the
supplementary material S.II.
Red dashed line and symbols in 3(b-d) shows respectively the full numerical and experimental
validation of the analytical predictions for the N = 6 PAM. Figure 3(b) depicts the amplitude of
the transmission coefficient of the system. A maximum of the transmission coefficient occurs
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Analysis of the zero phase frequency and the scattering properties of the PAM
considering the viscoelastic and viscothermal losses. (a) Dependence of the zero phase frequency on the
viscoelastic losses of the system. (b) and (c) represent the amplitude of the transmission coefficient as well
as its normalized phase for a finite PAM made of N = 6 plates depending on the losses. (d) represents the
dependence of the phase of the transmission coefficient with the number of unit cells in the PAM for the
case with β = 0.13 (experimental losses). Continuous lines, dashed lines and symbols in (b-d) represent
respectively the experimental, numerical and analytical results. Horizontal and vertical blue lines in (a-d)
represent the frequency for the zero phase PAM experimentally analyzed in this work.
at fm = 439 Hz due to the quasi impedance matching condition. The phase of the transmission
coefficient is shown in Fig. 3(c-d). A zero phase propagation is measured at fφ=0 = 389 Hz,
in agreement with the predictions, thus experimentally confirming the feasibility of zero-phase
propagation. A good agreement is observed between the measurements, the analytical, and the
numerical results.
Figure 4 depicts the real and imaginary parts of the effective dynamic mass density. In the prop-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Analysis of the lossy effective dynamic mass density: real part (black color, left axis)
and imaginary part (red color, right axis). Continuous lines, dashed lines and symbols represent respectively
the analytical, numerical and experimental results.
agative regime, the real part of the effective dynamic mass density is positive while its imaginary
counterpart is negative, thus fulfilling the causality principle. In contrast, both real and imaginary
parts of the density are negative in the forbidden band gap. Moreover, the real and imaginary parts
of the density are of the same order of magnitude over the frequency range of interest, contrary
to the bulk modulus, the imaginary part of which is much smaller than its real part (see supple-
mentary material Fig. S1). Thus, most of the losses can be attributed to the complex effective
mass density. A fairly good agreement is found between the measurements, the numerical, and
the analytical predictions. The visible discrepancies are attributed to a residual variability on the
unit cells, due either to the clamping condition or to the intrinsic properties of the plate. This vari-
ability mainly affects the reflection coefficient (see supplementary material S.IV) and therefore the
effective density.
As an example of application, this peculiar zero phase propagation property is used to create
a subwavelength dipole source by considering two waveguides: the first waveguide is filled with
a DNZ PAM and the other one is a coiled-up Fabry-Perot resonator (FPR) occupied by a porous
material in order to compensate the amplitude decrease due to the losses of the PAM in the first
waveguide. A dipole source can be approximated by two out-of-phase monopoles of equal flow
rates, resulting into two symmetric lobes in the polar directivity pattern. By designing the length
of this FPR such as its first resonance coincides with the zero-phase frequency of the PAM, the
acoustic fields at both waveguide boundaries are out-of-phase thus fulfilling the design condition
for an acoustic dipole.
Figure 5 shows a 2D full-wave simulation of such a device. Using the previously characterized
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FIG. 5. (Color online) 2D Full-wave simulation of a subwavelength dipole device built of a coiled-up Fabry-
Perot waveguide of length LFP ≈ 35 cm and a 6 plates PAM. The y component of the velocity field is shown
as well as the normalized directivity polar plot of the dipole (purple line).
plastic shim material, a L= 6 cm periodic arrangement of 6 square plates of width w= 2 cm and
thickness h = 102 μm is tested. The zero-phase frequency of the plate lattice is fφ=0 = 488 Hz.
The 2 cm wide FPR waveguide length is thus LFP = c0/(2 fφ=0)≈ 35 cm long to resonate at that
frequency. In the simulation, the FPR is coiled-up to reduce the device total volume (total width:
19.7 cm and total height 6 cm). To reproduce the sound attenuation of the PAM, the Fabry-Perot
waveguide is filled with a porous medium (porosity 0.96, flow resistivity 2847 Pa.s.m−2 , viscous
length 273 μm, thermal length 672 μm, tortuosity 1.07, and Biot frequency fc= 334 Hz)33–35 lying
in the intertial regime at fφ=0. Both waveguides are excited by a plane wave pressure field at the
top boundary and radiate in a semi infinite domain. An out-of-phase equal mean flow rate is found
at each outer boundary, leading to a two lobes directivity pattern (purple line) and thus evidencing
the efficiency of the device as a subwavelength dipole (Lx ≈ λ/4 for the width and Ly ≈ λ/12 for
the height).
In this work, we have reported the impact of the viscothermal and viscoelastic losses on the
zero phase propagation regime of a PAM. We have shown that the zero phase propagation appears
at frequencies in the negative mass density regime. In this regime, corresponding to the band
gap, the amplitude of the transmission coefficient depends on the number of the unit cells in the
system. In contrast, the phase of the transmission coefficient remains constant in the lossless case.
Therefore a compromise between the number of unit cells and the variation of the amplitude should
be reached. In this case, we consider systems made of N ≤ 6, leading to a lossless transmission
amplitude of |T | ≥ 0.9. Once the losses are introduced in the system, a weak dependence of
both the zero phase frequency, fφ=0, and the phase of the transmission coefficient, φ , on both
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the number of unit cells and the amount of losses is observed. In both cases, the variation is less
than 10%. These analytical results have been numerically reproduced by full-wave simulations
and experimentally validated by measuring the scattering parameters of a PAM made of N = 6
plates as well as the effective mass density. The agreement between the analytical predictions, the
numerical simulations and the experimental results are found very good. The results shown in this
work pave the way to design devices based on PAM with zero phase propagation. As an example,
a subwavelength acoustic dipole has been designed numerically.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for details on the transfer matrix analytical model (S.I); the
experimental reconstruction of the scattering parameters (S.II); the plate characterization process
(S.III); the measured scattering parameters and effective dynamic mass density of a 6 PAM (S.IV);
and the theoretical reason for the frequency offset between the zero-phase, zero-density, and unit
transmission in the case of a non-infinite effective bulk modulus system (S.V).
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